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As a reader, I want to...
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Simplicity. One
point of search, no
additional
stratification of
the 'good' or
'glamorous' server.

One vetted place
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find and trust
preprint articles

Multiple servers =
fragmentation. Which
will lead to confusion
and lack of adoption.

Why?
Centralization leads to
power, which leads to
abuse of power.
Decentralization is more
democratic.
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know the relative
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One is a single point
of failure. There
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Different scientific
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different publishing
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unlikely to be able to
serve all of them
adequately.

Summary

Desired characteristics

Areas of neutrality

• Non-profit model
• Low cost for upload
• Quality control
• Scientist-elected governance
• Non-traditional posts (especially
negative data)
• Non-anonymous commenting

• One vs. multiple servers
• Licensing

